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Chapter 56 

Today Selena was going to shoot a dancing scene. Unlike yesterday’s heavy 

palace attire, today’s clothes are very light and light, so she can finally breathe a 

sigh of relief. 

After entering the dressing room, Selena was stunned for a moment, she didn’t 

expect to see Jia Qingqing. 

She thought Jia Qingqing would not come. 

Before Jia Qingqing auditioned for the role of the second female concubine, the 

director invited her to play the role of the third female concubine. 

The third female is also an evil concubine, but she has far fewer roles than 

Selena, and she is tortured terribly by Selena in the scenes. 

Although her manager helped Jia Qingqing accept the invitation, she was 

extremely dissatisfied and did not attend the opening ceremony, and it was even 

rumored that she would give up the show. 

Selena reckoned that she probably heard the news that the crew had made a big 

investment, so she obediently came here today. 

After all, it is a big production with an investment of 100 million yuan. 

Jia Qingqing was putting on makeup, and when she saw Selena in the mirror, she 

immediately turned her eyebrows coldly, not hiding her dislike for her at all. 

Like Susie, she has a rich father backing her, so she has always been arrogant 

and domineering on the set, and her reputation is extremely bad. However, her 

navy is powerful, and she has been whitewashed into a fast-talking and genuine 

temperament. A gimmick of the number one beauty in the entertainment 

industry. 



Therefore, Jia Qingqing naturally hated Selena for stealing her role and title. 

“Hey, isn’t this our number one beauty in the entertainment industry? With so 

many patrons adoring you, you still come to share a dressing room with us, little 

artists?” Jia Qingqing sneered viciously. 

Selena was there, so she found a chair and sat down, and started to read the 

script without being affected at all. 

She has a characteristic of this person. Once she arrives on the set, she puts all 

her heart into her work, and no one or anything can affect her state. 

“Selena, what do you mean, ignore me?” Jia Qingqing snapped the comb in her 

hand. 

Selena continued to read the script as if she didn’t hear it at all. 

At this moment, the make-up artist at the side couldn’t stand it anymore, and 

coughed lightly, “Selena is wearing earphones, I guess she didn’t hear it!” 

Only then did Jia Qingqing see the two small white earphones that Selena had 

stuffed into her ears, and she felt as if she had punched the cotton. 

This b!tch, who knows if she didn’t hear it or did it on purpose! 

Of course Selena did it on purpose. 

As soon as she saw Jia Qingqing, she immediately took out the earphones and 

plugged them in, pretending not to hear them. 

Because in this case, as long as there is a conflict, no matter who is right or 

wrong, it will not benefit her. How easy it is now! 

“Miss Jia, it’s ready, are you satisfied?” The makeup artist’s tone was cautious, 

obviously knowing that the master was not easy to get along with. 

“Unsatisfied! Give me a heavy chemical!” Jia Qingqing said without even looking 

at it. 



“I don’t know what is dissatisfied?” the makeup artist asked. 

“Not satisfied anywhere!” 

The makeup artist’s face froze immediately, but she could only obediently 

remove her makeup and remake her. 

When Jia Qingqing saw that Selena was completely ignoring her, she became 

even angrier, and kept finding fault with the makeup artist. 

The make-up artist didn’t dare to show any face to Jia Qingqing, so she could 

only look at Selena in the corner of her eyes full of resentment. 

She also knew that Jia Qingqing was targeting Selena, and she was just being 

involved. 

Except for the male lead and the female lead who had separate dressing rooms, 

everyone else shared the same one, so Selena could only wait there if Jia 

Qingqing couldn’t make up. 

In the end, it wasn’t until Jia Qingqing’s manager came in to urge her that Jia 

Qingqing finally reluctantly left, and she didn’t forget to give her a hard look 

before leaving. 

Chapter 57 

When it was time to put on makeup for Selena, the makeup artist slammed 

things and shouted coldly, “Selena, come here and put on makeup!” 

Selena put down the script and walked over, “Excuse me.” 

The makeup artist was about to apply makeup to her reluctantly, but Selena 

glanced at her makeup tools, and suddenly raised her hand to keep her away. 

“What are you doing?” 

Selena said modestly, “Miss Ay, can I use my own cosmetics? Because my skin is 

sensitive, I may be allergic to other brands…” 



“No, there is no such rule. If the result is not good, you are responsible? Didn’t 

you do well yesterday?” Ay’s face was full of impatience, as if she was too busy. 

Selena took out a red paper bag from her bag and covered Ay’s palm from 

underneath, “Miss Ay, please be accommodating. After all, our business depends 

on appearances, so I’m just in case…” 

Ay squeezed the thickness of the red envelope, coughed lightly, and said 

reluctantly, “Okay! But if it turns out later and the director says there is a 

problem, you are responsible!” 

“Of course, I will never implicate Miss Ay!” 

There is no permanent enemy in this circle. After receiving the big red envelope, 

Ay immediately felt much better. She also put a little extra effort into putting on 

Selena’s makeup, and the final result was even better than yesterday. 

After the makeup artist left, Selena put her arms around her chest and looked up 

and down the costumes she was going to wear today, then took out a large 

magnet from her bag, and went through the clothes carefully like a security 

check. When you’re done, put your shoes through it too. 

Fortunately, there is no problem. 

Selena put the magnet back, clicked her tongue, and thought to herself, how 

unprofessional! There should be a small needle sewn into the clothes, which will 

make you hurt everywhere, and you can’t find the problem. There should be a 

small thumbtack embedded in the sole of the shoe. I don’t feel it when I walk 

normally. Once I move a lot, it will be absolutely sour… … 

Compared with Susie, who has been protected from eating fireworks, she has 

been at the bottom of the circle for so many years and has seen a lot, how could 

she not be able to expose her little trick? 

Although she couldn’t test the cosmetics just now, Susie knew that her skin was 

allergic to metals, so she would probably make a fuss about it. 



After Selena changed her clothes, the dance teacher hired by the director was 

already waiting outside. When filming other people’s scenes, Selena followed the 

teacher to learn dance moves. 

When the filming there was over, the director came over to check the results, 

“Selena, how are you doing? I saw in your profile that you have learned dance, so 

I think half a day should be enough. If not, I can give you a few more days.” 

time.” 

“It should be fine…” Selena couldn’t talk too much. 

Guo Qisheng looked at the dance teacher, “Mr. Zheng, what do you think?” 

The dance teacher laughed and said, “You will find out by yourself later!” 

“Okay, let’s start now!” 

The thirteenth scene: Defei drunk dance. 

Characters: Emperor, Concubine Virtue, Concubine Xian, Concubine Xiu, 

Concubine, and eunuchs. 

Recently, there was a talent show, and a large number of fresh and tender young 

girls came in. The emperor summoned a group of beautiful concubines to drink 

and have fun in the bedroom. 

The emperor devoted all his attention to the newcomers, and even the most 

favored concubine De was neglected. 

Before Concubine De, Concubine Xian was the most favored. Concubine Xian 

saw that Concubine De was also neglected at this moment, and her face was full 

of gloating, “In this harem, newcomers always laugh at old ones and cry. She 

thinks she is a little bit pretty, Your Majesty.” Can my heart be with her for the 

rest of my life? I want to see how many days she can be proud!” 

Probably because Concubine De was played by Selena, and Jia Qingqing, who 

had never been very good at acting, did a pretty good job playing Concubine 

Xian this time, which made the director very satisfied. 



Chapter 58 

Selena was reclining on the chaise longue and drinking, surrounded by the 

hustle and bustle, but she seemed to be in another world. 

The strong wine slid along her bright red lips, rolled over her beautiful and 

slender neck, and rolled into the tempting placket… 

The picture was so beautiful that all the men on the scene couldn’t take their 

eyes off it. 

The cameraman deliberately zoomed in for a close-up. 

“The wind blows the rivers and lakes, the rain darkens the village, and the sound 

of the four mountains makes the waves turn…” Selena staggered to her feet 

while reciting a poem drunkenly. 

The next second, she threw down the wine glass with a clang, and started 

dancing with messy steps, “The firewood is soft and warm, and Li Nu and I don’t 

go out…” 

The slender waist is as soft as a willow branch, bent to the bottom, and then 

bounced up violently, the hazy gauze dances with the wind, and the eyes are 

winking like silk in the blink of an eye. 

“I don’t feel sorry for lying in a lonely village, Shangsi defends Luntai for the 

country…” She directly picked up the jug on the table and drank it down. 

That dazzling movement is not so much a dance step, but more like a battle 

dance on the battlefield. It instantly transformed from a charming fairy into a 

general on the battlefield, which is even more amazing than before. 

Concubine De’s true identity is the female general Meng Changge. The Meng 

family has fought for the country for generations, but in the end they all ended 

up being executed, and she was the only one left. She sneaked into the deep 

palace, not only to kill the enemy, but also to subvert the world… 



Not far away, the emperor didn’t realize the danger at all. He was immersed in 

the beauty, holding the wine glass for a while, staring blankly. 

Seeing the rekindled fanaticism and obsession in the emperor’s eyes, Concubine 

Xian and a group of new favorite concubines were full of jealousy. 

“Lying in the night and listening to the wind and rain, the Iron Horse Glacier is 

dreaming… The Iron Horse Glacier is dreaming… The Iron Horse Glacier is 

dreaming…” 

Selena recited the last sentence three times, once in a trance, once sadly, and the 

last time with determination after the dust settled. 

As soon as the words fell, she leaned on the emperor’s arms enchantingly, 

bewitching the king’s heart, and continued to strengthen her path of revenge… 

At the end of the scene, the director almost forgot to call the card. 

“Ca! Very good!” Guo Qisheng was the first to applaud, “Selena’s dance is good, 

very professional, and the most rare thing is that she expressed what I wanted 

throughout the whole process, and everyone’s expressions are also very good. 

You, old Feng Needless to say, what is rare is Qingqing, the expression just now 

is very spot on!” 

Jia Qingqing’s face was as dark as the bottom of a pot, could she not be in place, 

she was really jealous. 

Feng Yibo, who played the role of the emperor, is an old actor, a professional 

emperor, and has worked with countless beauties. At this moment, he couldn’t 

help laughing and said, “Director Guo, I was really dumbfounded just now, I 

didn’t act!” 

“I said earlier that Junior Sister is very capable!” Susie, who was on the sidelines, 

also praised her, but in fact, she almost gritted her teeth. 

As soon as the show ended, Susie called the little assistant aside to question her. 

“What’s going on? It’s been all morning, and there is no response at all!” 



The little assistant was full of panic, “I put it in by myself, and I also put a little bit 

in the blush, eyeshadow and highlighter! Could it be that it hasn’t been released 

yet?” 

Susie glared at her, “Impossible, if she touches these things, little red dots will 

appear within half an hour!” She used this method to make Selena look ugly at a 

birthday party. 

“That could only be because she didn’t use those cosmetics at all…” the little 

assistant said weakly. 

“Trash! Don’t you plan to do something with her clothes?” 

“I didn’t expect it at the time, sister Susie, don’t be angry, I will definitely not miss 

it next time!” 

Susie suppressed her anger, this time it was just an accident, anyway, there are 

still opportunities in the future, maybe she doesn’t need to wait for her to do it, 

the way Jia Qingqing looked at Selena just now, she almost wanted to eat her. 

Heh, Selena, do you think this role is so easy to get? 

The higher you stand, the harder you fall! 

Chapter 59 

Although Selena proved her acting skills this time, her reputation did not recover 

in the slightest. On the contrary, because she performed so well, people thought 

she was even more coquettish. They even thought it was not her acting skills, but 

her true colors. 

The director was worried that her mentality would be unstable, so he ran to 

comfort her before leaving, “Selena, don’t worry, your second male will join the 

team next month, and the best show is yet to come!” 

Selena smiled wryly, “Director, who is my second male lead? You’ve been hiding 

it from the start, and you’ve kept it secret. It’s fine if you don’t tell the media just 

for the sake of a stunt. Could it be that we can’t tell?” 



“I can’t say, what if you leak your words? Anyway, what I can tell you is that the 

male second is a big guy!” Guo Qisheng looked mysterious. 

Jia Qingqing passed by and heard this, and muttered with disdain on her face, 

“It’s just a male lead, what kind of big guy can it be? No matter how big a guy is, 

can he be as big as actor Zhao Sizhou? Sister Susie, don’t you think so?” 

Susie smiled but didn’t say anything, obviously feeling that the director was 

exaggerating in her heart. 

Selena ignored Jia Qingqing’s sarcasm, stuck behind Guo Qisheng, and asked, “Is 

he handsome? You can always tell, right? The male second in the script is so 

handsome that all the daughters in the capital pretend to be sick!” “ 

She has a lot of intimate scenes with the male second in the play, not only does 

has to molest the male second in various ways, but also has several sex scenes, 

k!ssing and hugging are commonplace, so it is inevitable to pay more attention 

to it. 

“Of course he’s handsome, I’m sure you’ll be satisfied! Just don’t faint from 

excitement when the time comes!” 

“Really, Director Guo, don’t lie to me! I will take it seriously!” 

… 

The days flew by, and it was August in a blink of an eye. She had lived in Lu’s 

residence for two weeks, her relationship with Rick was getting better and better, 

and her progress in the production team was going smoothly. 

Susie and Jia Qingqing formed an alliance, playing small tricks every now and 

then, although she saw through all of them one by one, it was still too tiring to 

guard against it every day, she was going to find a suitable time to do it once 

and for all. 

Strange to say, she always felt that someone in the crew was helping her secretly, 

and she got very subtle reminders when she missed something several times. 



Maybe some people couldn’t understand Jia Qingqing’s domineering style, so 

Selena didn’t think much about it. 

The thing that bothers her the most right now is picking up some annoying guy 

at the airport tonight. 

Today, when she was on the set, she was reminded a dozen times by that guy’s 

series of life-threatening calls. 

After work was over, Selena went back to the Lu residence first, she was going 

home to get the equipment. 

“I’m back. I recently opened a good hotpot restaurant. Take Rick to eat at night?” 

Daniel sat on the sofa and read the newspaper. When he saw her come back, he 

asked in an extremely natural tone. It’s like asking a wife. 

Selena was startled by her own thoughts. It had only been more than half a 

month, but she was already so used to getting along with Daniel like this. 

The two of them took Rick, as if they were really a family of three living together. 

Selena shook her head and waved away those strange thoughts, why not, “I’m 

afraid I can’t do it tonight, I’m going to pick up someone at the airport, and I’m 

probably going to be back very late. Does Rick want to eat hot pot? Otherwise, 

why don’t you bring Rick to eat?” 

“He won’t go out with me if you’re not here.” 

“Cough… well, let’s go together next time!” 

Daniel put down the newspaper and looked at her with secretive eyes, “Pick up a 

friend?” 

“Well, sort of…” Selena nodded with some difficulty. 

“Man or woman?” 

“Uh…” Isn’t this question a bit out of bounds? 



Chapter 60 

It’s not that Selena didn’t feel Daniel’s unusual attitude towards her, but every 

time Daniel hit the mark just right, if she acted too aggressively, it would be too 

self-indulgent. 

So Selena replied normally as if she heard a very common question: “Man!” 

Daniel’s deep eyes narrowed imperceptibly, “Are you coming back tonight?” 

This question…why is it getting more and more… 

Selena used her acting skills and pretended not to be aware of the ambiguity of 

this question. She said nonchalantly, “I’m not sure about this yet. I’ll call you 

when the time comes! Time is running out, so I’ll go upstairs first!” 

There are bound to be many emergencies tonight, and what if she can’t help but 

beat up that kid Louis all night? 

Selena hurried upstairs to get a huge black satchel, then quickly hugged the little 

bun and k!ssed him goodbye. 

Looking at the back of the girl running away, Daniel’s face instantly snowed like 

August’s. 

Except for Selena, Rick didn’t pay attention to everything in the outside world, 

including his own father. At this moment, seeing his father’s depressed and 

gloomy expression, he rarely buried his head and wrote something on the 

cardboard, and then poked him with his little finger. 

Feeling the small force on his arm, Daniel lowered his eyes and then saw a 

question mark written on his son’s cardboard. 

“Ask me why I’m unhappy?” Daniel raised his eyebrows, paused in thought, and 

then said quietly, “If one day your Auntie Selena becomes someone else’s, call 

someone else’s baby, and k!ss someone good morning and good night k!ss 

goodbye, eat hot pot with others, and you are not someone of hers, and you are 

not even qualified to question and get angry, are you happy?” 



Rick was stunned for a moment, and then instantly had an expression of heaven 

and earth falling apart. 

So a certain father finally got some balance. 

Rick snatched the mobile phone of the unscrupulous father in tears, and then 

complained to Aunt Selena. 

He sent Selena a crying kaomoji: (≈gt;﹏<.)… 

Selena, who was on her way to the airport, saw it and thought that the little bun 

was sad because she couldn’t eat the hot pot, so she hurriedly collected a big 

basket of sweet words to coax the little bun: Oh baby, what’s the matter, are you 

unhappy? Don’t be sad, Auntie will be sad when you are sad! Auntie is really 

busy today, so I will accompany you to eat hot pot tomorrow night, okay? mwah! 

I love you for ten thousand years! My favorite baby’s smile! 

Seeing Selena’s reply, Little Treasure burst into tears and proudly passed the 

phone to his father. 

Daniel glanced at Selena’s sweet words, and received a knowing blow… 

Two hours later, city b airport. 

Even though Selena had made some preparations before coming here, she was 

still taken aback by the scene at this moment. 

“Ahh! Louis! Louis! Louis!” 

“Husband, look here! Husband, I love you! Husband, I want to give birth to a 

monkey for you!” 

“Makino Makino, you are the most handsome! Coconut will always support you!” 

“Makino Makino, you are the best! Coconuts will always protect you!” 

… 



The girl fans were the most at the scene, and she even saw several aunt fans and 

even a lot of male fans, all of them were screaming, and all the security guards at 

the airport were mobilized, but they still couldn’t control the situation. 

“Wife, please be quiet? Don’t affect others! Shhh!” 

A sexy voice rang out from the crowd, and the fans fell silent for a moment, then 

screamed frantically and almost broke through the roof. The scene did not calm 

down but became even more heated. 

Selena watched from a distance behind a pillar, her hair covered in black lines. 

This person who killed a thousand swords really wanted to kill her! 

She showed up to pick him up at this time, could she survive tonight? 

Fortunately, she was already prepared… 

 


